Put names with faces by using v.5 Pose n’ Print to associate photos with a person’s information. Print staff and regional photo directories quickly and easily. Pose n’ Print integrates with GlobaFILE, Membership, Prospects, Misc. Names and Addresses and e-Solutions.

**Features and Benefits**

- Store pictures using popular graphical formats (.jpg, .bmp, .tif, .gif, etc.)
- Use devices such as digital cameras, web cams or scanners to capture images
- Link family photos as well as individual photos to a person’s record
- Pastors and staff can view a member’s picture while speaking with that person on the telephone
- Print these photos on the Individual Information Sheet
- Print a pictorial directory for any group in your church or organization

**Required modules:**
- GlobaFILE

**Optional module(s):**
- e-Solutions
- Membership
- Misc. Names & Addresses
- Prospects

Buy these Shelby Add-on products to boost the power of Pose n’ Print:

- ID Badge Printer System
Pose n’ Print gives you the capability to associate photos with individual records in your Shelby software. Use the photos to create directories for events, Sunday School classes, conferences, camps or small groups. Upload photos to e-Solutions for an online directory.